INTRODUCTION
Hydrodynamics, like other branches of continuum mechanics, has long been dealing with particular solutions of the special type m(t) F[x/l(t) ] , where x and t are independent variables that may]someUmes.}be interpreted as a spatial coordinate and time, and re(t) and l(¢) are time-dependent scales of the unknown variable and the spatial coordinate. The name of these solutions, self-similar, comes from the fact that the spatial distribution of the characteristics of motion, i.e., of the dependent variables, remains similar to itself at all times during the motion. Self-similar solutions always represent solutions of degenerate problems for which all constant parameters entering the in]',tlal and boundary conditions and having the dimensions of the independent variables vanish or become infinite.
Interest in self-similar solutions was originally due to the fact that they are representable in terms of functions of one variable. Hence the solution of partial[ differential equations for the corresponding problems is reduced to the solution of ordinary differential equations, and this was thought to be simpler according to the hierarchy of complexity existing at that time. By this means it was possible,to obtain a numberof exact special solutions, sometimes even in analytic form. F.or linear equations, the principle of superposition is valid and these exact solutions can be used directly in constructing solutions of more general problems, such as the self-similar fundamental solution of the inltial-value problem for the heat-conductlon equation. But what is the place of self-slmilar solutions in the case of the general nonlinear problem?
Much later it was realized that self-slmilar solutions do not represent merely specific examples. In actual fact they describe the "intermediateasymptotic" behavior of solutions of wider classes of initial, boundary, and mixed problems, i.e., they describe the behavior of these solutions away from the boundaries of the region of independent variables or, alternatively, in the region where in a sense the solution is no longer dependent on the details of the initial and/or boundary conditions but the system is still far from being in a state of equilibrium.
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The development of computers has also changed the attitude toward self-slmilar solutions. Indeed, in simple cases the reduction of a partial differential equation to an ordinary equation makes it possible to obtain the solution in an elementary way. In more complex problems, however, when the construction of a self-similar solution leads to a boundary-value problem for a system of ordinary equations with conditions at different ends of an infinite interval, the most efficient method of obtaining the solution is not to solve the boundary-value problem for the system of ordinary equations directly but to return to the partial differential equations and to follow in a specific instance the passage of the solution into a self-similar intermediate asymptotlcs. Thus, in practice self-similarity is of interest not because it, as it were, facilitates the calculation, but because it reflects an important property of the process at hand, which is obscured by accidental details of the initial and boundary conditions)
The treatment of self-similar solutions as intermediate asymptotics enables one to clarify fully the role of dimensional analysis in their construction. Indeed, in many cases the self-similarity of intermediate asymptotics can be established and the form of self-similar intermediate asymptotics obtained from dimensional considerations. This is far from always so, however. Self-similarities obtained from dimensional considerations, i.e., self-similar solutions of the first type, form only the visible top of the iceberg. The point is that actually the use of dimensional analysis tacitly assumes a certain regularity of the limiting process in passing from the original non-self-similar solution of a nondegenerate problem to a self-similar intermediate asymptotics, i.e., to the solution of the degenerate problem. In many cases, however, the passage to the limit is not regular. In such cases dimensional analysis is found to be inadequate to establish the form of a self-similar intermediate asymptotics, and dimensional considerations must be supplemented by the solution of a certain eigenvalue problem that is, generally speaking, nonlinear. Thus arise the so-called self-similar solutions of the second type.
Moreover, in some cases dimensional analysis is inadequate to establish the self-similarity of an intermediate asymptotics, since this self-similarity is sometimes related to the invarlance of the statement of the corresponding degenerate problem with respect to a wider group of transformations than the group of similarity transformations of quantities with independent dimensions.
Of special interest is the recently discovered intimate relationship between self-similar solutions and uniform-propagation regimes. The uniform-
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propagation regime is a solution of the formf(x-X~2cc) such that the solution at the next instant is obtained by a shift in coordinate from the solution corresponding to the preceding instant. In the exact, degenerate, statement of a problem, such solutions occur for equations that do not explicitly contain x and t, with boundary conditions at + ¢o and -oo. For these problems, questions also arise as to the passage of the solution under arbitrary initial conditions into an intermediate-asymptotlc unlform-propagatlon regime, as well as to a classification of regimes, analogous to the classification of selfsimilar solutions into solutions of the first and second type.
Self-similar solutions of the first type, whose existence is related only to the conservation laws and to the invariance of the degenerate problem with respect to the group of si~nilarity transformations of quantities with independent dimensions are well known. We may mention here a self-similar strong explosion (Sedov 1946 , 1967 , Taylor 1950 ) and a thermal wave (Zel'dovich & Kompaneets 1950 , Barenblatt 1952 , Zel'dovich & Raizer 1963 . In the present review, primary emphasis is placed on self-similar solutions of the second type; we turn to self-slmilar solutions of the first type only episodically when continuity and contrasts are concerned.
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SOLUTIONS OF FroST ANY SECOND TYPE
Example: Modified problem of a strong explosion.--An example of a selfsimilar intermediate asymptotlcs is provided by the phenomena occurring at the initial stage of a nuclear explosion.
At the very first stage, immediately following energy release, thermal waves are propagated in as yet stationary gas; heat conduction is then determiued mainly by radiation. 2
The rate of transfer of energy by radiation decreases with time and ultimately becomes small in comparison with the speed of sound; then there comes the next stage where it is necessary to consider the motion of the gas, which may be assumed to be adiabatic. In the heated gas, the pressure increases greatly with the result that a strong shock wave is generated and propagated through the gas (the pressure at the shock front being several orders higher than the initial gas pressure). When the shock wave overtakes the thermal wave (their common radius is taken to be R0 at that instant), the hydrodynamic stage of the explosion sets in. At this stage, the solution also depends on the total amount of released energy E, the initial gas pressure P0, and its initial density p0; it has the following parameters with dimensions of length: Ll=(E/po) 11~, L2=R0, and with dimensions of time: (poE21~l/po~la)~12, t~= (poRo~/E) 12. For the conditions of a nuclear explosion, Lt>>L~ and t~>>t2. The intermediate asymptotic regime corresponding to the stage of strong shock waves was discovered and studied by Sedov (1946) and Transfer of energy by radiation at the initial stage occurs at a rate many times the speed of sound so that the hydrodynamic displacement of substance at this stage can be neglected. where P, V, and R are functions of one variable ~ (the exponent of the adiabatic curve ~ being a parameter of the p~oblem) satisfying a system of ordinary differential equations and boundary conditions that are obtained by substitution of expressions (1) into the gas-dynamic equations and the boundary conditions, simplified on the assumption that shock waves are strong (i.e., that the initial pressure can be neglected in comparison with thp ressure behind the shock front); these functions are found in finite form. The self-similar intermediate-asymptotic regime considered above involves the energy integral, which is also valid for non-self-similar stages of the motion when the details of the initial and boundary conditions are still important. Hence the self-~imilarity of the solution and its representation in the form of (1) can be obtained from dimensional analysis, i.e., from the invarlance of the intermediate asymptoties with respect to a subgroup of thg roup of similarity transformations~the group of transformations of quantities with independent dimensions. The reasoning is as follows. As does any intermediate asymptotics, relations (1) represent the solution (in the commonly used terminology the exact solution) of a certain degenerate problem. In the case at hand, it is the solution of the Cauehy problem for the equations of gas dynamics corresponding to singular initial data, viz to an instantaneous release of a finite amount of energy E at a particular point. The desired solution of the degenerate problem, if it exists and is unique, can be determined by the independent variables, the parameters entering the equations (insluding the conditions at the shock front), and the initial conditions, and only by them; for the problem of propagation of strong shock waves during a nuclear explosion, the solution is determined by the quantities E, 00, t, r, ~. The solution cannot depend on the natural arbitrariness in the choice of the basic units of measure and must be represented as a relation among dimensionless quantities; therefore, in the problem of propagation of strong shock waves, the dimensionless quantities p/(oorVt~), 0/~o, and v/(r/t) can depend only on the dimensionless combinations of the governing parameters ~ =r/(E~/Oo)~ and ~ (no other dimensionless combinations of the quantities E, ~0, t, r, and ~ can be set up), whence representation (1) obtained.
The foregoing line of reasoning is typical and it is commonly thought that the derivation of self-similar solutions is always associated with dimensional analysis, so that by applying dimensional analysis and proeeedlng from the statement of the degenerate problem whose exact solution is an intermediate asymptofics it is always possible to obtain a self-similar form of the interwww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS 289 mediate-asymptotic solution, expressions for the self-similar variable, and, as a result of the solution of the corresponding boundary-value problem for the system of ordinary equations, the full solution, including the constants involved. This is indeed the case for a definite class of problems. The well-known book of Sedov (1967) contains a large collection of examples of this kind and a description of the general approach to be used in such cases. However, there exists a wide class of self-similar problems in which the self-similarity is established and exponents in the expressions for the self-similar variables are determined not from dimensional analysis of the degenerate problem but from consideration of the limiting passage from the original non-self-similar solution to an intermediate asymptotics and, in particular, from the condition for existence of the limiting self-similar solution in the large. Characteristic of these solutions is that they contain (one or several) dimensional constants that are not determined from the conservation laws but can be found by matching the self-similar intermediate asymptotics with non-selfsimilar solutions whose asymptotics they represent.
Such solutions have long attracted attention and received in the literature the special name self-slmilar solutions of the second type. These solutions are not, under any circumstances, to be regarded as rare exceptions. Quite the reverse~they are frequently encountered but not always properly identified.
The appearance of self-similar solutions of the second type as an intermediate asymptotics is due to a peculiar nonregularity of the limiting passage from the original non-self-similar solution to a self-similar intermediateasymptotic regime. This can be seen by modifying somewhat the above problem of the propagation of strong shock waves (see Barenblatt Zel'dovlch 1971 , Barenblatt & Sivashinsky 1970 . The modification consists in assuming the exponent 3' of the adiabatic curve in the continuous part of the flow behind the shock wave to be different from the parameter ~/1 that enters the conditions at the shock front through the expression for the energy: E=p (3,1--1) p. This situation with 3"1<3" occurs, for example, if energy is lost by radiation at the shock front with an intensity proportional to the 3/2 power of the temperature, and the undisturbed gas is completely transparent for radiation. If ~'--3"i, we have the previously discussed problem of propagation of strong shock waves, which leads to a self-slmilar solution of the first type.
The parameters ~/and "y~ are dimensionless constants. This would seem to indicate, therefore, that the addition of the new governing parameter ~'1 should not change anything, and the foregoing dimensional considerations, which apply to the degenerate problem and lead to solution (1), must hold. The fact that the inequality qq#3' corresponds to radiation or (when Tx>3') to energy release at the front means, however, that the energy contained in the disturbed region is no longer a constantl it cannot be equated to the given initial energy of explosion. From this it is seen that the situation is radically changed. This can readily be verified formally. Indeed, if we subsfitute expressions (1) into the gas-dynamic equations and boundary conditions for the problem with the radius and velocity of the shock front, we immediately come to a contradiction, so that there exists no selfsimilar solution in the form of (1) that would satisfy the required conditions with 3q ~3'. In fact, the solution in the form (1) gives the following expression for the total energỹ = p qr~dr
So = E ~°R(~) + -~d~ = const
where ~o=ro(t)/(Et~/po)~1~, that is, de/dt=O. However the energy condition at the shock wave being written in the form
The nonexistence of a self-similar solution in the form Of (1) means that the intermediate asymptotics of the solution of the original non-self-similar problem has another form when 3'1 ~'Y.
To determine the intermediate asymptotics we consider the original nonself-similar problem: In a space filled with a gas at rest of density po there is a spherically symmetric domain of radius R0 in which at the initial time a finite amount of energy/~ is instantaneously released according to a certain spherically symmetric law (by raising the gas temperature and producing a velocity field). It may be assumed (though this is not proved) that the solution www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS 291 of this non-self-similar problem exists and is unique. As before, the shock wave propagating through the gas and separating the disturbed region from the undisturbed one is considered to be strong, i.e., the initial gas pressure is neglected. In the non-self-similar problem, there are then two independent dimensionless variables r R0
so that, by virtue of dimensional considerations, the solution of the equations of gas dynamics is written as
As a general guide, we consider the problem of propagation of a ztrong spherical shock wave by approximate means, using the equations for the front radius ro(t), the pressure P and temperature T at the shock front, and the mass of gas g and total energy E contained in the region encompassed by the wave. All these quantities depend only on the time t with the following relations existing among them:
where a, b, c, f, and g are constants.
We focus our attention on the last equation, which describes the energy radiation by the wave. The case ~=~ corresponds to g=0, E=constant, and leads to self-similarity of the first type. The coefficients a, b and c depend on the detailed structure of the solution (the dependence of the local pressure and temperature on the dimensionless ratio r/ro, the velocity distribution for r <r0, etc.) ; their numerical values can be found only by solving partial differential equations. They also depend, of course, on the parameters and % However, the fact that the quantities a... g are time-independent will be su~cient in what follows. We obtain in an elementary way
where h, k, n, and ~/are constants. Thus the chosen law of radiation at the www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews
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BARENBLATT & ZEL'DOVICH shock front leads to a power-law relation between energy and radius; the dimensionless exponent n depends on the dimensionless quantities ~' and ~'1 with n"~3"-q¢l for ~/-3"1<<1. From this we can now easily find power-law relations for other quantldes. For example,
dro dt
We now turn to the consideration of the exadt solution. The well-known solution of the problem of a strong explosion (1) represents, on the one hand, an intermediate asymptotics that is obtained from the non-self-similar solution (6) if 3' =3'1, z-~0, and ~ is finite (i.e., if t--~ ~ for sufficiently large r), at the same time it represents the solution of the Cauchy problem with singular initial data corresponding to R0 =0 (instantaneous release of a finite amount of energy at a point). The nonexistence of the solution to the degenerate problem of instantaneous release of a finite amount of energy at a point, i.e., the nonexistence of an intermediate asymptotics of the form of (1) when 3"1 #3", means that in this case no finite limit of the functions P and V exists for finite ~ and r--*0. Note that if t increases and r is finite, both variables, ~ and r, tend to zero. When 3'1 #3' and ~, r--~0, the principal terms of the asymptotic representations of the function _P, V~ and /~ are supposed to be where X is a real number different from zero when 3"z #3". Hence the resultant limiting solution corresponding to the intermediate asymptotic regime is also self-similar and is given by
where a = 2(1 -),)/5 = 2/(n+5) ; the constant factor ~ is introduced to ~ equal to unity at the shock front.
Thus when 3'~ #'r the intermediate asymptofics is no longer a solution of the degenerate problem of gas motion under the action of an instantaneously released finite amount of energy at a point. The solution appropriate to the intermediate asymptotics corresponds to the instantaneous release of an amount of energy E in an infinitesimal domain of radius R0, which tends to zero or infinity as R0-~0 according to the value of X, so that
When 3"1 <% which corresponds to energy radiation at the shock front, X >0 and E--~ oo as Ro--~O.
It may be said that when ~v~' the intermediate asymptotics "remembers" neither the energy E nor the size R0 of the domain in which the energy is released at the initial time but a combination of these quantities with transcendental dimensions in general. The exponent ~, or, what amounts to the same thing, the exponent a of the time in the expression for the selfsimilar variable, which gives the dimensions of the constant A, is determined exclusively by the quantities ~ and ~ and is independent of the initial conditions. On the other hand, the numerical value of the constant A remains as an "imprint" of the limiting passage from the original non-selfsimilar solution to the self-similar intermediate asymptotics. The quantity A, a constant entering the self-similar intermediate asymptotics, remains, of course, the same for the entire non-self-similar motion (the state at any time may be taken as the initial one) and in this sense is its "integral" (cf Lax 1968) . When 3"1 #3' it is impossible, however, to indicate an integral of the initial distribution of quantities of the original non-self-similar problem that would give a value for A in the same manner as the energy integral in the case of'rt--3': the "integral" A is in this case a more complicated functional. When 3'1 =% k = 0, and a--2/5, the limiting passage to an intermediate asymptotics is regular and a self-similar solution of the first type is obtained.
The determination of the parameter k represents a peculiar eigenvalue problem. Substituting the representation of the solution (8) into the system (2)-(4) and bearing in mind that to(t)=At e and D=Aat -I, we obtain a nonlinear eigenvalue problem for the determination of X. The parameter X is thus found from the condition for existence of a self-similar solution of the form of (8) in the large. It can be shown that when 3"<2 and 3"i<23"+1 the eigenvalue of the problem X=X0 is uniquely determined; on the other hand, when qet>2~,+l the eigenvalue is not uniquely determined. The constant A cannot in principle be determined from eonsideratlon of the self-similar solution alone; to find it, it is necessary to follow (numerically, for example) the evolution of a non-self-similar solution up to its transition into the intermedlate-asymptotlc regime. The presence of an undetermined constant implies a certain nonautonomy of the intermediate asymptotlcs, i.e., the overall effect of the non-self-similar problem on the self-similar intermediate asymptotlcs, which is not determined by the integral conservation laws. 3~
The nonautonomy of the intermediate-asymptotic regime may also be encountered in cases where these regimes represent self-similar solutions of the first type. An illustrative example is provided by the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear heat-conduction equation (Barenblatt 1956 ):
O~T = ~r-~,(r~T~&T), T(r, O) = ~r~(r < Ro), T(r, O) --~Ro~(r
It is natural to expect that for small values of r and t an asymptotic regime exists. If r<<Ro, it may be assumed that the asymplotic regime is described by a self-similar solution of the Cauchy problem corresponding to the initial condition T(r, O)= e (a>0, 0_<r < ~o). Dimensional analysis shows that this solution represents a self-
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Uniform propagation regimes and their relation to self-similar solutions.-The above example of the self-similar intermediate asymptotics in the modified problem of a strong explosion is representative in the sense that in this example the asymptofics is in general (i.e., when TI~T) described by self-similar solution of the second type, while for one value of the parameter ('Ix ~'I) a self-similar solution of the first type is obtained. At present many problems are known that lead to self-similar solutions of the second type; some of these will be discussed below. Here we shall consider the fundamental work of Kolmogorov, Petrovsky & Piskunov, accomplished back in 1937. In this remarkable work, the ideas of invariant intermediate asymptotics were first expressed in clear form with reference to uniform propagation regimes, and the treatment was carried through to the final stage for the problem dealt with in that work. As we shall see later, this work contained essentially the concept of self-similar solutions of the second type.
Kolmogorov, Petrovsky & Piskunov (1937) considered, as applied to the biological problem of spatial propagation of gene which has the advantage in natural selection, the nonlinear equation with the right-hand side
where F(v) is a continuous and differentiable (as many times as may be quired) function defined in the interval 0_<v ((1 and has the following properties:
These authors showed that Equation (10) has solutions of the type of uniformly propagating waves ("stationary solutions")
where c is an arbitrary real number, which satisfy the conditions V(-~o) and V(~)= 1 for all velocities of propagation )t greater than )to =2~/k~. similarity of the first type and is expressed in terms of the solution of a boundaryvalue problem for an ordinary nonlinear equation. The solution of this boundaryvalue problem is unique only if 0_~ a < 2 In; if a :> 2 In, it is not unique. The solution in the second case is determined to within a constant, which can be found by following the transition of the solution of the non-self-similar problem into the self-similar asymptotic regime. This means just the presence, if ~ 2/n, of the overall effect (in terms of one constant, which is not determined from the integral conservation laws) of the initial temperature distribution at distant points on the self-similar asymptotic regime near the center of symmetry, i.e., the nonautonomy of this regime, which is due to the inflow of heat from outside. If 0 <a <~2/n, the solution is unique and the self-similar asymptotic regime is autonomous. The self-slmilar asymptotic regime takes place when 0 <t<<Ro~-~"(~a'~)-~ (the rlght-hand side of the inequality containing the unique characteristic time of the problem) ; as is seen, if a >2/n the time of existence of the intermediate asymptotic regime decreases with increasing Ro.
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However, among the solutions (12) only the solution corresponding to the minimum velocity of propagation X --X0 can be an asymptotics at t--+ oo of the solution of the Cauchy problem corresponding to the initial data
where a and b (a<b) are arbitrary real numbers and Ozv(x, 0)>0. In other words, the direct consideration of stationary solutions in the large leads to a continuous spectrum of possible velocities of propagation ~ _~)~0, but only the solutions corresponding to the extreme point of the spectrum ~ =~0 can be asymptotics of the nonstationary solution of the Cauchy problem as t--T he constant c remains undetermined when only stationary solutions are considered; to find it, it is necessary to follow (numerically, for example) the development of the nonstationary solution of the Cauchy problem up to its transition into the stationary regime.
It remained surprisingly unnoticed that the problem of constructing selfsimilar solutions of the second type was basically the same as the problem of uniform propagation regimes with a velocity unknown in advance, which was considered by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky & Piskunov (1937) . Indeed, if transform to the independent variables ~=e x and v=e -~, the solutions (12) can be represented in the self-similar form
where A--e -¢. The foregoing results are formulated in self-similar terms as follows:
1. The equation obtained from Equation (10) 2. The value ~ =~0 is selected by the additional requirement of stability in the sense that a self-similar solution must represent an asymptotics, as z--~0, of a certain class of solutions of the non-self-similar Cauchy problem.
3. The constant A remains undetermined when only self-similar solutions are considered; to find it, it is necessary to follow (numerically, for example) the passage of the solution of the non-self-similar problem into the self-slmilar intermediate asymptotlcs. Thus, in the new variables the stationary solutions considered by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky & Piskunov (1937) represent an example of self-slmilar solutions of the second type.
The idea of asymptotic uniform-propagation regimes with a velocity www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews
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BARENBLATT & ZEL'DOVICH unknown in advance, which was formulated by Kolmogorov, Petrovsky & Piskunov (1937) , proved to be very fruitful in many problems. Here we mention first the theory of combustion, where this idea was applied to develop the theory of normal flame propagation (Zel'dovleh & Frank-Kamenetsky 1938 , Zel'dovich 1948 . In the statement of the problem adopted in the first works, the eigenvalue was uniquely determined from the condition for existence of the uniform-propagation regime in the large; more general statements of the problem, which lead in some cases to a nontrivial structure of the eigenvalue spectrum, may be found in Hirsehfelder & Curtiss (1949) , yon K~rm~n & Penner (1954) and Gel'land (1959) . Further, the idea of uniform propagation regimes was applied in the consideration of the propagation of a laser spark (Bunkin et al 1969 , Raizer 1970 , the ionization wave (Barmin Kulikovsky 1969), and many other problems. Of particular note are the series of investigations carried out recently by Raizer, which systematically use the idea of uniform-propagation regimes in problems of high-frequency gas discharge and other analogous problems involving simultaneous consideration of the heat-conduction equation and Maxwell's system of equations (Raizer 1968 (Raizer , 1969 (Raizer , 1971 . All these intermediate-asymptotic uniformpropagation regimes, in which the velocity of propagation is not determined from the conservation laws but is found from simultaneous consideration of the conservation laws and the internal structure of the transition regime in the above sense, correspond to self-similar solutions of the second type. Selfsimilar solutions of the first type in the same sense correspond to intermediate-asymptotic uniform-propagation regimes in which the velocity of propagation is determined from the conservation laws alone, without recourse to the internal structure of the transition regime. An example is provided by shock waves in gas, or a still simpler example is furnished by the stationary solution of the Burgers equation (the Burgers shock wave). It is easy to see that this equation has a solution corresponding to the uniform-propagation regime
u= U(x-Xt + c)
Here the velocity of propagation X is uniquely determined from the conservation law 2 where u+=u(oo, t) and u_=u(-~o, t), and is independent of the internal structure of the shock wave, i.e., of the viscosity v. By transforming to the variables ~--e" and r =e ¢, we obtain a self-similar solution of the first type. Note that the reduction of self-slmilar solutions to uniform-propagation regimes was used by Stanyukovich (1955) . FIGURE 1. The near-apex asymptotics of the ideal incompressible flow past a wedge gives rise to a self-similarity of second type.
Examples of self-similar solutions of the second type.--We shall discuss here several self-similar solutions of the second type, which are instructive for different reasons.
The simplest and at the same time most fully representative self-similar solution of the second type is obviously the well-known solution of the problem of plane-potential flow of an ideal incompressible fluid within a corner. Consider the plane flow of an ideal fluid past a wedge in the form of an isosceles triangle with an angle at the vertex of 2a; the velocity at infinity is parallel to the line of symmetry of the wedge and is equal to U (Figure 1 ). The velocity potential ~ satisfies Laplace's equation with obvious boundary conditions and, from dimensional considerations, can be represented as dO = Urf(O, L/r)i where 0 is the polar angle, r the distance from the wedge vertex, and f a dimensionless function of its dimensionless arguments. No matter how great L/r, that is, how small the neighborhood of the wedge vertex we are interested in, we cannot disregard the second argument of the functionf and consider the degenerate problem of flow past an infinite wedge with velocity U at infinity for determining an asymptotics, since no finite limit of f(O, 7) exists as ~ =L/r--~ ~o. In this simplest problem the complete non-self-similar solution is easily found in closed form. It can readily be shown that for large values of 7, condition for existence of a solution in the large, i.e., a solution for which the circumferential component of the velocity vanishes when 0= +_a or 0= ___~r and only on these straight lines. The point of the spectrum for which the solution satisfies all these conditions is uniquely found as h = --a/(~r--a). The constant A remains undetermined when only the self-similar solution is considered and must be found by matching with the original non-self-similar solution.
To Sternberg & Koiter (1958) belongs a remarkable result that clearly illustrates the appearance of self-similar solutions of the second type. We present this result with reference to slow flow of a viscous fluid (Sternberg and Koiter studied a mathematically equivalent problem in the theory of elasticity).~ We consider the steady-state plane Stokes flow of a viscous incompressible fluid corresponding to a source of strength Q placed at the vertex of a corner formed by two semi-infinite straight lines that form an angle of 2a (Figure 2) . The solution to this problem was obtained by Jeffery (1915) the equivalent solution in the theory of elasticity was indicated somewhat earlier by Carothers (1912) . It is self-similar and is determined by the following expression for the stream function ~k (the solution of the biharmonic equation AA~ =0): 4 The general consideration of self-similar solutions of the plane problem of elasticity and the plane problem of slow flo~v of a viscous fluid was accomplished by Williams (1952) and Moffatt (1964) . It is interesting to note that the analysis mathematically equivalent problems of plane elasticity and slow flow of a viscous fluid has been carried out for about sixty years practically without proper correlation so that the same difficulties are invariably overcome twice.
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews Sternberg and Koiter pointed out the paradoxical property of this solution that for a =a*~---0.715~r the denominator of expression (16) becomes zero, that the stream function becomes infinite at all points of the field.
To resolve the paradox, Sternberg and Koiter considered the following non-self-similar problem: In stralght-line portions of the boundary of a corner 0--+a is given a symmetric distribution of normal velocities different from zero for 0_<r_<a:
v0 = _+--Q ~(p), p = --,~(p) ---0 (p _ > (17)
2a a
For r:> 1 the condition of attachment is fulfilled, that is, both components of the velocity vanish, the tangential component of the velocity v~ is zero on the entire boundary of the corner; the total amount of fluid flowing into the corner per unit time is Q, that is, fol~(p)dp = 1. The non-self-similar problem stated by Sternberg and Koiter was found to admit a solution in closed form by means of Mellin transformation. From dimensional considerations it follows that the solution is representable as = 0/(0, 7) (is)
where ~l=a/r and f is a dimensionless function of its dimensionless arguments. It is natural that the solution of the degenerate problem corresponding to the source placed at the vertex of the corner has meaning only if it is obtained as the limit when the "portion of injection" O<_r<_a is contracted to zero with the total rate of flow Q maintained constant or, which amounts to the same thing, when r tends to infinity, i.e., when ~/--~0, i.e., if it is an intermediate asymptotics of the nonself-similar problem.
Based on their solution of the non-self-similar problem Sternberg and Koiter established the following:
1. If the vertex angle a is less than the limiting value, ot,~a>0, the limit of the functionf(O, ~1) as ~/--~0 exists, is finite, and is equal to 
rather than by the Carothers-Jeffery solution. Here again, the exponent X is found not from d~mens]onal considerations but from the conditions for ex[stence of the self-similar solution in the large. Substituting ~ given by the expression ~=A~X¢(O, a) into the biharmonic equation, which must be satisfied by the stream function of slow flow, and using the conditions ¢ =0~ =0 at 0 = ~a, which follow from the condition for attachment, we obtain a spectrum of eigenvalues X. If a. <a <~, the lowest e[genvalue is negative and is less than unity in modulus. The constant A cannot be found from th~s cons{dera~on. Formula (20) {nd[cates that [t is propor~onal to folp x (p)dp, that is, it depends on the prelimifing non-self-similar problem. Thus if a, <a <v the intermediate asymptotics "remembers" not the total flow rate Q and not the dimension of the injection portion a but their combination Qa x, with a factor depending on the conditions of the original non-self-slmilar flow whose intermediate asymptotlcs is the self-similar solution of the second type (22). It {s essen~al that the {ntermed[ate-asymptofic motion [s not purely radial in this case. The circumferential component of the velocity for solution (22) is different from zero, as distinct from solution (16) Thus a, <a ~ the statement of the degenerate problem of a radial source or sink acting at the vertex of a corner is illegitimate.
3. Finally, if the vertex angle a is exactly equal to the limiting value, a =a,, the intermediate asymptotics is not self-similar at all. As y~0 www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews (23) so that in this case, too, the statement of the degenerate problem of a radial source acting at the vertex of a corner is illegitimate.
A similar result has recently been obtained for slow flow of a viscous fluid in a circular cone by Kerchman (1972) .
General considerations of self-similar solutions of the first and second type.--
The foregoing exainples clarify the matter and make it possible to draw a general conclusion.
As is known (Bridgeman 1931 , Birkhoff 1960 , Sedov 1967 ), dimensional analysis is based on the 1-f theorem, which states that the relation among n + 1 dimensional quantities a, al, ¯ ¯ ¯ , a. a = f(al, ¯ ¯., ak, ak+x, ¯ ¯., a,)
can be represented as n = F(rh, ¯ ¯., ~,_k) (25) where a If= , l-I~=~ ..., al a ¯ ¯ ¯ ak" al al ¯ ¯ ¯ aft I (26)
IIn-~ =
It is assumed that the quantities al, . . . , a~ have independent dimensions and among the quantities al ..... a~ (governing parameters) there exist k-i-1 quantities with independent dimensions.
The conclusion that a particular governing parameter ak+~ is unimportant (drops out) is usually drawn on the basis of an estimate of the magnitude the corresponding dimensionless parameter 1-/6 The reasoning is as follows: If II~ is "small" or "large" in comparison with unity, the quantity iI~ is replaced by its limiting value equal to zero or infinity in the expression for the function F(H1 ..... II~_~, 171~, II~+~... 1-I~_k), and a function of n--k--1 arguments is considered: (II1, l'I~, ¯ ¯ ¯ , 17~_~, II~+l, ¯ ¯ ¯ , IL-~) (27) = F (II1, ¯ " " , 1-1/--1, ~0, 1-[i+1 ' . . . , 1-[n--~) implying that the argument a~+i is unimportant in the problem at hand. www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews However, the applicability of this reasoning, as a rule, is based on the tacit assumption that the limit of the function F, when II~ tends to zero or infinity and the other arguments have fixed finite values, exists and is not equal to zero or infinity. This assumption, however, generally is not fulfilled. In this case the preservation of the governing parameter ak+i is essential, no matter how small or large the corresponding dimensionless parameter. Of particular importance then is the following special case:
Case 1. The limit of the function F(FI1 ..... II~_l, II~, II~+1 ..... II,_~) II~-~0 or II~--* ~o is zero or infinity, but there is a number a such that the limit lirn II~-~F = ff(II1, ¯ ¯ ¯ , II~-l, IIi+x, ¯ ¯ ¯ , IIn_k)
as II~--~0 or IIi--~ ~o exists and is not zero or infinity. Further, if the limit of the function F as IIi and IIi tend separately to zero (for definiteness) exists and is finite, then the sequence and nature of the passage to the limit are immaterial. If, however, this limit does not exist, then the nature of the limiting process, i.e., the relative rate at which the two parameters tend to zero, becomes important for the analysis of the asymptotic behavior. The consideration of both parameters, IIi and 1-Ii, is then essential, no matter how small they may be. Of particular importance here is the following special case:
Case 2 Consider now a non-self-similar problem for a system of partial differential equations describing a certain phenomenon. The solution of this problem, which is supposed to exist and to be unique, can be represented by (24) and (25) (the functions a are unknown quantities in the problem; quantities a~ ..... a~ are independent variables and parameters of the problem). The self-similar solutions correspond to degenerate problems, which are obtained when some of the parameters II~ tend to zero or infinity, and are simultaneously the exact special solutions of these degenerate problems with a fewer number of governing parameters and the asymptotic representations of non-self-similar solutions.
If the limit of the function F exists and is finite, then as a result of the above-mentioned limiting process self-slmilar solutions of the first type are obtained for which the exponents in the expressions for the self-similar variables are determined from dimensional considerations, using the data of the degenerate problem as the base. In these problems the pre-self-similar parameters disappear, leaving no imprint, and can be eliminated from the formulation of the limiting degenerate problem.
If no finite limit of the function F exists, then in general there is no solution of the degenerate problem and the asymptotic representations of the solution of the non-self-similar problem will not be self-similar for arbitrarily small (large) values of dimensionless parameters that are made to approach zero (infinity).
Self-slmilar solutions of the second type owe their existence to the special cases 1 and 2. This is illustrated by the foregoing examples.
It may happen that the constant A can be found from the integral conservation laws. This means that it is possible to reformulate the problem and, by suitably choosing the governing parameters, to make the solution of the degenerate problem a self-similar solution of the first type. For instance, the solution of the foregoing problem of propagation of strong shock waves can be obtained as a self-similar solution of the second type if the governing parameter in the pre-self-similar problem is taken, say, not as the energy of initial disturbance but as the maximum initial pressure. The possibility of obtaining the solution of the degenerate problem as a self-similar solution of the first type is related to the choice of the governing parameter as the total energy E of the initial disturbance which, by virtue of the relevant integral conservation law, is time-independent before the self-similar stage. Another example of this kind is a dipole in the hydrodynamics of an ideal incompressible fluid.~I~E
CTRUM OF
We have seen that self-slmilar solutions of the second type are not a rare exception but occur in many problems. In addition to the examples here discussed we must mention the important problem of a converging shock wave studied by Guderley (1942) as well as by Landau and Stanyukovich (Stanyukovich 1955) , the problem of short impact considered by yon Weizs~icker (1954) and by one of the present authors (see Zel'dovich & Raizer 1963) , problem of collapse of a spherical bubble in an ideal compressible liquid considered by Hunter (1960) , etc. *~ The problem of a converging shock wave, in which self-similarity of the second type was encountered for the first time, does not obviously admit the use of the law of conservation of energy for the determination of the exponent. The energy E conrained in the self-similar region r0 <r <const-r0 tends to zero simultaneously with the front radius r0 and hence simultaneously with the radius of the self-similar region and the mass of substance contained in that region. However, E does not decrease as fast as r0 a and consequently the ratio Elm, that is, the energy concentration, and the wave pressure and other similar quantities tend to infinity. This problem involves the principle, specific to gas-dynamic problems, of selection of the exponent from the condition relating to a characteristic, i.e., to a line dr/dr=u--c, which comes to the center r=O at the same time as the wavefront. For the system of ordinary equations to which the system of gas-dynamic equations reduces in a self-similar problem, this line is transformed into a singular point of the saddle type, which can be passed through only at the chosen value of the exponent )~. The characteristic at any time is at a distance equal to const.ro from the center; it is precisely this region 304 BARENBLATT & ZEL'DOVICH These problems are treated in much detail in Zel'dovich & Raizer (1963) and their analysis from the standpoint of the concepts here developed would seem superfluous. We shall focus our attention on the spectrum of elgenvalues X and show the connection between the determination of exponents in self-slmilar solutions of the second type and the classical eigenvalue problem for linear differential operators.
For linear equations such as the classical equations of string vibration or heat conduction, with coefficients depending on the spatial variable but not depending on time, and subject (for simplicity) to zero conditions at the ends of a finite or an infinite interval, the equations and boundary conditions are invariant with respect to the group of continuous transformations u' = au, t' = t + ( u being the dependent variable).
We seek a subgroup of this group and solutions corresponding to it that convert to themselves under transformations of this subgroup. The subgroup corresponds to a=exp (-~) , and the solutions are of the form u =
Here the X are eigenvalues determined from the condition for existence of such a solution in the large (i.e., satisfying the boundary conditions at the ends of the interval) ; they form a set (spectrum) of one structure or another --a spectrum that is discrete, continuous, mixed, etc. We thus arrive at the separation of variables.
Likewise, the equations and boundary conditions for the uniform-propagation regime are invariant with respect to a shift in coordinate and time x'= x+a, t'= t+Ĩ t is precisely this invarianee that makes it possible to pose the question of the existence of a subgroup of this transformation group that leaves the stationary solution u(x, t) invariant, We require that u(x', t') = u(x, This is possible only when a definite relation exists between the parameters of the transformation group, namely when a = --~/3, where X is the eigenvalue of between the shock wave and the characteristic, ~vhich is not affected from outside, that we term the region of self-similarity. This type of selection is close to the Jouquet rule D = u-[-c in the theory of detonation (see Zel'dovich & Kompaneets 1960) .
It should be noted that in a converging wave (but in the linear case where no intersection of the characteristics occurs) there exist self-similar solutions of the first type, discovered by Zababakhin & Nechaev (1937) ; these solutions can be obtained by superposition of plane waves (Zel'dovich 1937) . In this case the existence of solution~ with exponents depending on the initial conditions is revealed (cf footnote 3).
www.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS 305 the problem, which is determined from the condition for existence of the stationary solution u= U(x + ~t + c) in the large (i.e., satisfying the equations and the boundary conditions at x = _+ oo). In this case, too, the eigenvalues form a set of one structure or another. For instance, in the t(olmogorov-Petrovsky-Piskunov problem (1937) the spectrum is continuous (the requirement of stability determines one value ?~ =?~0--the lower point of the spectrum) ; in the simplest problem of the theory of combustion (Zel'dovich & Frank-Kamenetsky 1938 ) the spectrum consists of one point, etc.
The situation is quite analogous in self-similar problems. The equations and the initial and boundary conditions of the corresponding degenerate problems are invariant with respect to the similarity group. The question is posed as to the existence of a certain nontrivial subgroup of the similarity group that leaves solutions of a definite (self-slmilar) type invariant; in this case, too, an eigenvalue X naturally occurs, as was shown above.
For self-similar solutions of the first type, the eigenvalues X are found from the conservation laws; in self-similar problems of the second type, the eigenvalue X is determined from the condition for existence of the self-similar solution in the large. In some cases this condition is sufficient to determine uniquely the eigenvalue. This is the case, for example, in the foregoing modified problem of propagation of strong shock waves for ~/< 2 and 3"~ < 2~/+ 1. In a number of eases, however, the value ~, is not unique; in self-similar problems, too, a continuous spectrum of eigenvalues ), is sometimes obtained. This is the case, for example, in the modified problem of strong shock waves for 3'1> 23' + 1 ; the question of the choice of the eigenvalue is not investigated here. The problem of a converging shock wave for 3'>70~---1.87 also furnishes an example of a continuous senfibounded spectrum [see the paper by Brushlinsky & Kazhdan (1963) ]. The question of the choice of the eigenvalue remains obscure here, though Gel'land's hypothesis is available (Brushlinsky & Kazhdan 1963) , according to which (as in the case of the KolmogorovPetrovsky-Piskunov problem) the lower point of the spectrum must in fact be realized. In the presence of a continuous spectrum, however, the values ), that are realized in the self-similar asymptotics may in fact depend on the initial conditions of the non-self-slmilar problem, whose asymptotics is this self-slmilar solution of the second type; thus they may in principle be indeterminable from the condition for existence of the self-similar solution of the degenerate problem in the large. This is demonstrated by the remarkable result pertaining to the asymptotics of the solution of the Korteweg-de Vries equation obtained by Gardner et al (1957) and by Lax (1968) (see Lick 1970 , Kadomtsev & Karpman 1971 .
The 
and t is the time, x the axis of abscissas of a system moving relative to the fluid with velocity co-t-u~, and u~ the velocity at infinity. These are the socalled solitary waves or "solitons" (Figure 3 ). The result obtained in Gardner et al (1967) and Lax (1968) 
where dn is Jacobi's elliptic function of modulus s and a is the amplitude of vibration; the wavelength A, the average value ~, and the velocity V are expressed by the formulas
where K(s) and E(s) are elliptic integrals. Putting again x ~ In ~, c ~ In A, and t ~ In r, we obtain the self-similar solution of Equation (35) 
which periodically reproduces itself (on a variable scale). A very elegant idea concerning periodic self-similarities is due to Zababakhln (1965 Zababakhln ( , 1970 . Studying the propagation of shock waves in a continuous medium with periodically distributed properties, Zababakhin constructed a solution that also periodically reproduced itself on a variable scale. To construct the solution, he followed the evolution of the initial impulse by numerical calculation.
Mo~ G~a~ Gaouvs
The ~elf-similarity of a particular intermediate agympto~c8 may be related to the invaria~ce of ~he stateme~t of the degenerate problem with respec~ to a more general transformation group than the group of similarity transformations of quanti~es with independent dimensions.
Precise general formula~ons concerning the relationship between invariance (symmetry) and self-similarity, a~ well a~ reference~ to some earlier works that advance such assertions and treat ~pecial examples, are contained in the well-known book of Birkhoff (1960) . Therefore we restrict ourselves several illu8tm~ve examples.
The simplest example is the Blasius solu~on of the equa~ons of the boundary-layer theory. We sh~ll coasider it since the method of reducing to the formal procedure of dimensional analysis as here applied is a typical one and is useful in many other problems. The corresponding degenerate problem is of the form (the nota~on is standard)
The use of dimensional considerations in the usual way is insu~cient to prove the self-slmilarlty of the solution of the degenerate problem (41). [That is, the quantity u depends on the variable and constant parameters x, y, U, and v, only two of which have independent dimensions, so that dimensional analysis gives u=f (y/x, y/~.] Inspectional analysis (in the general formula~on of Birkhoff 1960) shows, howeve¢, that the problew ww.annualreviews.org/aronline Annual Reviews (41) is invarlant with respect to a three-parameter group of similarity transformations, and not just to the two-parameter group that follows from simple dimensional analysis. This may be expressed in an alternate form: In this problem the variables x and y may be regarded as having different dimensions L~ and L~; this is formally possible because of the neglect of the term v 0~x~u on the right-hand side of the first equation of (41) 
Applying now the conventional technique of dimensional analysis (the governing parameters being U, v, x, and y, the dimensions of the first three of which are independent), we obtain the representation of the solution in accordance with the H theorem in the form
that is, we have proved that the solution to the degenerate problem is independent of the argument y/x. Another illustrative example of self-similarity due to the invariance of the statement of the degenerate problem with respect to a more general transformation group than the group of similaNty transformations of quantities with independent dimensions is furnished by so-called "limiting" self-similar solutions, i.e., solutions of the form e~(x~), which have long been pointed out in boundary-layer theory by Goldstein (1939) and in gas dynamics Stanyukovieh (1945) .
We demonstrate the proof of self-similarity of these solutions based on the invafianee of statements of degenerate problems with respect to more general transformation groups by considering a simple problem of nonlinear filtration theory (Barenblatt 1954) . The statement of the degenerate problem is, in this case (where p=p(x, t)is the gas pressure for x~0 and t> -~),
O,p = KOz~2p 2, p(x, --~ ) = O, p(O, t) = poe** (44)
Dimensional analysis (the H theorem) shows only that the solution of the problem can be written as~ = ~oF(X/V~-~o, .t)
We now observe that the statement of the problem i~ invariant with respect to a ~hift in time. If we t~ke #=¢~+~, where ~ i~ an arbitrary contant, the equation and the first two conditions of (44) remain unchanged and the third condition of (44) 
The solution (48) is the limit, as a~0 and the initial time tends suitably to -~, of self-similar solutions of the ordinary power-law type (t--to) f(x/(t--to)a), for which the degenerate problem i~ of the form
O,p = ~O,,~p~, p(x, to) ~ O, p(O, t) = u(t --~ (49
An illustrative example of self-similar problems for which self-similarity is related to the invariance of the statement of a problem with respect to a more general transformation group than the group of similarity transformations of quantities with independent dimensions is provided by the wellknown problem of Sobolev (1954) 
where 0= ~x~+y~, ~ is the angular velocity of rotation, and the g axis is directed along the angular velocity. As shown by Sobolev, the fundamental solution of this equation is selfsimilar and is written as po(X, y, z, t) = --
where r = ~o~+z and ~ (~) =fo~Yo(~)d~, and it is clear that its self-similarity cannot be established from dimensional considerations alone (the quantities wt and o/r are both dimensionless); the corresponding additional group is found in a way similar to that used above.
The foregoing examples demonstrate the importance of the idea of the generalized inspectional analysis of Birkhoff in establishing the self-similarlty of intermediate asymptofics. Naturally the question arises as to the determination of all groups of continuous transformations under which a given system of partial differential equations is invariant. The relevant general results, which develop the fundamental ideas of Lie, have recently been ob-SELF-SIMILAR SOLUTIONS 311 rained by Ovsyannikov (1962) . He and his collaborators applied these general results to the analysis of a number of specific equations.
In the present review an attempt is made to take a somewhat different look at self-slmilar solutions and primarily to show their role as intermediate asymptotics.
We have endeavored to clarify the nature of the difference between self-similar solutions of the first and second type and to demonstrate an intimate connection existing between self-similar solutions, uniform propagation regimes, and elgenvalue problems. We are grateful to R. V. Gol'dshtein and V. I. Kerchman for useful discussion of the work.
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